AMENDMENT # 1

DATE: April 20, 2012

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: Greg Van Wart, Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment # 1 to T-2847 “Surgical Tech Equipment”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

Clarification(s) as Follows:

In order to provide you with the correct pricing, I require some additional information on the autoclave Amsco V116 (item no. 3 on bid T-2847). There are various options available on this unit, which are not specified in your bid.

Question #1: Do they want a steam or electric autoclave?
Answer: Mock unit (no steam) that could plug in and have the foot operated door open and close. The unit is for students to have experience with, not actually sterilize equipment. The unit could be wired to light up so the students could pick different cycles.

Question #2: More specifically, does it need its own generator or does it have a boiler that supplies steam?
Answer: See Question #1

Question #3: Additionally, are they looking for a unit with exposed wiring to put in a wall or do they want a cabinet unit (freestanding with side panels)?
Answer: Cabinet unit, free standing with sides

Question #4: Lastly, will they require the price quote to include installation charges?
Answer: Because the unit is mock, there shouldn’t be any installation charges.

Note: Due date and time has been extended to Friday April 27, 2012 at 3:00PM

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on page 10, Section E.1.